HELLENIC INSTITUTE FOR STRATEGIC STUDIES

BRIEF INFORMATION

The Hellenic Institute for Strategic Studies (HEL.I.S.S.) is a nonprofit organization situated in Athens and founded in 1994. That Institute had come into being by a number of flag/General retired Officers coming from the Hellenic Armed Forces and it had been aggrandized after the participation of personalities coming from the Academic and Diplomatic communities as well as from the business sector, Journalism and other individuals specialized on International Affairs.

Aim of the Institute is to be employed with questions that bring up issues of strategic importance in a geopolitical-geostrategic environment. More particularly: To form a view over the Hellenic National Strategy, foreign policy, security and defense, technology and energy issues. Simultaneously to study, research and analyze issues of military strategy significance, of economic aspect, of human actions and further subjects concerning problems rising in the Hellenic sovereignty, the wider Balkan peninsula, European Union and North Atlantic Area, the general area of the Mediterranean and the Black Seas and/or any other area that may be deemed as necessary. Main objective of the Institute, to hand in proposals to either government bodies or privates, that are based on studies-analyses on all those above mentioned issues and inform respectively key-leaders and the Greek public opinion.

Website: www.elisme.gr/en/